Heme–Heme Interactions in the Cytochrome \(b_6f\) Complex: EPR Spectroscopy and Correlation with Structure
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The 220 kDa dimeric cytochrome \(b_6f\) complex of oxygenic photosynthesis provides the “linear” or “noncyclic” electronic connection between the two reaction centers photosystems I and II that are, respectively, coupled to NADP\(^{+}\) reduction and oxygen evolution.\(^{1}\) The \(b_6f\) complex has also been implicated in the “cyclic” electron transport pathway connected to photosystem I that regulates the ratio of ATP and NADPH without any net electron transfer.\(^2\) The electron transport functions of the \(b_6f\) complex are coupled to proton transfer and generation of a trans-membrane proton electrochemical gradient, by mechanisms similar to those of the cytochrome \(bc_1\) complex of the respiratory chain and the photosynthetic bacteria,\(^3\) whose protein core is similar to that of the \(b_6f\) complex.\(^4\) Prior to X-ray crystal structure analysis, each monomeric unit of the complex was known to contain six bound prosthetic groups, three hemes (\(f\), two hemes \(b\), \(b_p\) and \(b_h\), one \([2Fe-2S]\) cluster, and one molecule each of chlorophyll \(a\)\(^5\)\(^6\) and \(\beta\)-carotene.\(^6\)

Crystal structure analysis of the \(b_6f\) complex from a green alga\(^7\) and a thermophilic cyanobacterium\(^8\) revealed the presence of an additional heme \(c_n\), previously detected spectrophotometrically,\(^9\) which is covalently bound on the electrochemically negative (n)-side of the complex at a site very close to a \(b\)-heme \((b_h)\). Only one axial ligand of heme \(c_n\), a water molecule, has been reported. The water is hydrogen bonded to the \(O\) atom of a propionate of heme \(b_h\) (Figure 1). The presence of heme \(c_n\) is a feature of the structure of the \(b_6f\) complex that is unique compared to the \(bc_1\) complex. In spite of the small distance of separation between the two hemes, it has been implied previously that hemes \(b_h\) and \(c_n\) are electronically independent.\(^1\)^{1,7,8} This assumption is examined in the present work.

Many EPR studies of the cytochrome \(b_6f\) complex have been reported over the past 25 years.\(^{10−13}\) In all these studies, signals with \(g > 4.3\) were attributed either to an impurity species, to a low-spin heme that lost an axial histidine, or to a mixture of isolated high-spin species. Here, we demonstrate that all signals above \(g = 4.3\) are in fact associated with a spin interaction between heme \(b_h\) and heme \(c_n\). No significant amount of isolated high-spin heme is present in native preparations. Furthermore, the addition of quinone analog NQNO (2-n-nonyl-4-hydroxyquinoline \(N\)-oxide) causes a significant change in signals, but the two hemes remain spin-coupled.

X- and Q-band EPR spectra of the native cytochrome \(b_6f\) complex and simulations are shown in Figure 2 with magnetic fields shifted to give equal \(g\)-value scales. The X-band data are shown for conventional perpendicular orientation of magnetic field \(B_0\) with respect to the static field \(B\) (Figure 2A) and for parallel orientation of these two fields (Figure 2E). The signal at \(g = 4.3\) is due to an adventitious Fe(III) impurity with a concentration of less than 5% of the protein concentration. The signal at \(g = 3.51\) is from cytochrome \(f\),\(^14\) and the simulation (Figure 2C) indicates that approximately 60% of it is reduced. The signal at \(g = 3.68\) is from low-spin heme \(b_p\), and the simulation of this signal (Figure 2B) indicates a spin concentration comparable to the protein concentration. Previously, this signal was thought to be from both \(b\) hemes of the complex.\(^{15}\) However, the signal quantitation and presence of the spin interacting system discussed next both indicate that the \(g = 3.68\) signal originates only from the \(b_p\) heme.

The X- and Q-band spectra for \(B_{I,B}\) show many signals for \(g > 4.3\) which have frequency-dependent \(g\)-values. For half-integer spin systems with large zero-field energies, this and the observation of the parallel-mode signal (Figure 2E) indicate the presence of spin interactions. None of the signals above \(g = 4.3\) can be attributed to a significant fraction of an isolated (noninteracting) heme species. The simulations D, F, and H shown in Figure 2 are calculated for a high-spin heme \((S_1 = \frac{5}{2})\) exchange coupled to a low-spin heme \((S_2 = \frac{1}{2})\), all using the same set of parameters given in the figure capture. The fit requires that the \(g\)-tensor of heme \(b_h\) (low-spin) has one large \(g\)-value near 3.7 in a direction aligned with the in-plane \(g\)-values of heme \(c_n\) (high-spin). This is consistent with the structure of the cyt \(b_6f\) complex which shows a crossed imidazole plane configuration for heme \(b_h\) (Figure 1). This crossed configuration results in one \(g\)-value greater than 3.2, aligned near the direction of the heme normal.\(^15\) Furthermore, the structure shows that the hemes \(b_h\) and \(c_n\) planes are nearly orthogonal; thus, the large \(g\)-value of heme \(b_h\) will be aligned with the in-plane \(g\)-values of heme \(c_n\).

We have not yet found a simulation parameter set which correctly positions all resonances. The parameter space is large, including the exact magnitudes and relative orientations of \(g\)-tensors and possible anisotropy of the \(J\)-tensor. Nevertheless, many of the spectral features match in all three sets of data. In particular, the parallel mode simulation (Figure 2F) matches the experimental spectrum reasonably well, and from this match we determine that the spin concentration of the high-spin/low-spin heme pair is in approximate agreement with the protein concentration. The additional resonances not observed in the simulations may also be due to a second conformation of the high-spin/low-spin pair. Most notably, we have been unable to simulate a doublet feature in a...
dipole interaction.

**Figure 2.** Multifrequency EPR spectra (thick lines, conditions as listed) and simulations (thin lines) of native cyt b$_5$f complex (~0.1 mM, pH 7.5) from spinach (A–H), and with excess NQNO (I, J). (B) Simulation of low-spin heme b$_5$ (g = 0.63, 1.53, 3.68), (C) low-spin heme f (g = 0.78, 1.70, 3.51). The simulations D, F, and H are for an exchanged-coupled system: $S_1 = \frac{1}{2}$, $S_2 = \frac{1}{2}$, $g_1 = 1.98$, $D_1 = 7$ cm$^{-1}$, $E/D_1 = 0.033$, $g_2 = 0.4$, 1.6, 3.7, $J_{an} = 0.074$ cm$^{-1}$, $S_2$ Euler rotation (0°, 90°, 90°). The simulations (I, J) of the NQNO samples are overlaid on data and are composed of two species: (i) an exchanged-coupled system $S_1 = \frac{1}{2}$, $S_2 = \frac{1}{2}$, $g_1 = 1.98$, $D_1 = 7$ cm$^{-1}$, $E/D_1 = 0.02$, $g_2 = 0.9$, 1.7, 3.5, $J = 0.0035$, 0.0085, 0.007 cm$^{-1}$, $S_2$ Euler rotation (0°, 90°, 90°) and (ii) an isolated high-spin heme species with $g = 6.96, 4.85$ ($E/D = 0.045$). Signals from the cavity background are as indicated.

Q-band spectrum near $g = 9$ with inclusion of $J$-anisotropy and a dipole interaction.

Heme–heme interactions have been previously characterized in other multiheme proteins, such as the octaheme hydroxylamine oxidoreductase and tetraheme cytochrome c$554$. In those proteins, the porphyrin planes of interacting hemes are approximately parallel, allowing for a direct $\pi-\pi$ overlap of porphyrin orbitals. However, in cyt b$_5$f, the porphyrin planes of hemes b$_5$ and c$_n$ are nearly orthogonal. Thus, the spin interaction is likely to be via the H-bond of the bridging water molecule rather than $\pi-\pi$ overlap.

Heme c$_n$ is unique in nature in having no protein ligands coordinating axial to the heme. Thus, we expect that small molecules such as cyanide would bind to heme c$_n$. Surprisingly, the addition of CN$^-$ at pH 8.5, or its hydrophobic analogous butyl isocyanide, had only minor effects on the EPR spectra. In contrast, the addition of the quinone analog NQNO showed a significant spectral change. NQNO is a $Q_e$ pocket inhibitor which shifts the potential of heme c$_n$ by approximately $-200$ mV. The X- and Q-band spectra of cyt b$_5$f treated with an excess of NQNO are shown in Figure 2I and J. Here again, the g-values of the signals depend on the microwave frequency, indicating spin interactions are still present (the parallel mode signal vanishes owing to the weaker interaction). The simulations shown (thin lines on data) are composed of two species, a weakly interacting high-spin/low-spin heme pair and a minority isolated high-spin species. The spin-coupled signals of the native spectrum are nearly quantitatively converted to the signals of the new spin-interacting system. Importantly, the $E/D$ value for heme c$_n$ changes from 0.033 to 0.02, and the strength of the coupling in the presence of NQNO is significantly weaker than that of the native complex. The change in $E/D$ indicates binding of NQNO in close proximity, possibly as an axial ligand, to the heme c$_n$. The 10-fold decrease in the exchange interaction suggests a weakening of the H-bond between the bridging water molecule and propionate O atom. The minority species is an isolated high-spin heme ($g = 6.96, 4.85; E/D = 0.045$) which quantifies to $<$20% of the protein concentration. This species is not evident in the native sample, suggesting that it is due to a second binding mode of NQNO to heme c$_n$.

We have demonstrated the presence of an electronic exchange interaction between hemes b$_5$ and c$_n$, and shown that a quinone analog binds at or near to heme c$_n$. The electronic coupling implies that the heme b$_5$/c$_n$ pair could function as a unit to facilitate 2-electron reduction of plastoquinone without generation of an energetically unfavorable semiquinone intermediate.
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